New books in the Library

**New books in the Library**

**News and how to use it**
Rusbridger, Alan, author.

**Old stacks, new leaves: the arts of the book in South Asia**

**The consolations of philosophy**
De Botton, Alain.

**The power of habit: why we do what we do and how to change**
Duhigg, Charles.

**Messy: how to be creative and resilient in a tidy-minded world**
Harford, Tim, 1973- author.

**Adapt: why success always starts with failure**
Harford, Tim, 1973-

**Bounce: the myth of talent and the power of practice**
Syed, Matthew.

**Subliminal: the new unconscious and what it teaches us**

**Redirect: changing the stories we live by**
Wilson, Timothy D.

**David and Goliath: underdogs, misfits and the art of battling giants**
How to win friends and influence people

Outliers: the story of success
Gladwell, Malcolm, 1963-

Mythologies
Barthes, Roland. | Lavers, Annette.

The nature miracles of Jesus: problems, perspectives, and prospects
Twelftree, Graham H., editor.

Mysticism: a study and an anthology
Happold, F. Crossfield (Frederick Crossfield), 1893-1971, author.

This is not propaganda: adventures in the war against reality
Pomerantsev, Peter, author.

Why women are poorer than men: ... and what we can do about it
Williams, Annabelle, author.

Religion for atheists: a non-believer's guide to the uses of religion
De Botton, Alain.

Forbidden desire in early modern Europe: male-male sexual relations, 1400-1750
Malcolm, Noel, author.

The patriarchs: how men came to rule
Saini, Angela, 1980- author.

Citizenship: discourse, theory, and transnational prospects
Kivisto, Peter, 1948- | Faist, Thomas, 1959-
Satow's diplomatic practice.

The globalization of world politics : an introduction to international relations

Superfreakonomics : global cooling, patriotic prostitutes, and why suicide bombers should buy life insurance
Levitt, Steven D., author. | Dubner, Stephen J., author.

Supercapitalism : the battle for democracy in an age of big business
Reich, Robert B.

The price of inequality
Stiglitz, Joseph E., author.

International law
Shaw, Malcolm N. (Malcolm Nathan), 1947- author.

A leg to stand on
Sacks, Oliver, 1933-2015.

Make it stick : the science of successful learning

Woman's lore : 4,000 years of sirens, serpents and succubi
Clegg, Sarah, author.

Propaganda and the public mind : conversations with Noam Chomsky
Chomsky, Noam, interviewee. | Barsamian, David, interviewer.
Indo-European language and culture: an introduction
Fortson, Benjamin W.

An introduction to cognitive linguistics

The story of English in 100 words
Crystal, David, 1941-

The stories of English
Crystal, David, 1941- author.

The story of English: how an obscure dialect became the world's most-spoken language
Piercy, Joseph.

Outline of the historical and comparative grammar of Latin
Weiss, Michael L., author.

Innumeracy: mathematical illiteracy and its consequences
Paulos, John Allen, author.

How to lie with statistics
Huff, Darrell.

Bitch: what does it mean to be female?
Cooke, Lucy, 1970- author.

Hallucinations
Sacks, Oliver, 1933-2015, author.
The personal MBA: a world-class business education in a single volume
Kaufman, Josh.

Ivory Coast: the return of the elephants: contemporary artists from the Ivory Coast
Benetton, Luciano, 1935-

Islamic architecture of the Deccan, India

The glory of the sultans: Islamic architecture in India
Porter, Yves, 1957- | Degeorge, Gérard, 1947-

Francis Bacon: anatomy of an enigma
2009 | Skyhorse Publishing

Matisse: the life
Spurling, Hilary, author.

The life and works of Hieronymus Bosch
Copplestone, Trewin, author. | Bridgeman Art Library, issuing body.

Junky

English romantic verse

Poems, 1962-1978
Mahon, Derek, 1941-2020.

Northlight
Dunn, Douglas.
Shoah: with Slow train to Göttingen and translations from Rainer Malkowski’s Das Meer steht auf

The tenth man

The golden notebook
Lessing, Doris, 1919-2013, author.

Manifesto: on never giving up
Evaristo, Bernardine, 1959- author.

Narziss and Goldmund

Siddhartha

Twenty love poems and a song of despair

No one writes to the colonel

Women dreaming
Calmā, author. | Kandasamy, Meena, translator.

Happy stories, mostly

Lahore: topophilia of space and place

Women in the field in North Africa
Goudie, Andrew, author.